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This captures it from my perspective. 

That said, we need to really not incentivize a Unit 3 replacement with either a good idea or capacity. (Worried that they 
may get comfortable that we are comfortable!) We may want to say 45-55' heights instead or do something else that is 
really a challenging bar. It may just be a "keeping it equals x while tearing it down equals y" equation. Reusing it will be 
very logistically hard no matter how cool Enrique thinks it is. 

m 

From: Vanderslice, Allison (CPC) 
Sent: Sunday, June 17, 2018 9:03 AM 
To: Francis, John (CPC); Small, Maia (CPC); Switzky, Joshua (CPC) 
Subject: Re: Potrero Power Station - Open Space Update 

Hi John, 

Thank you for putting this together. 

In addition to the points made in 2.a.iv and 2.b.ii below, could we add that extending the hotel south toward 

the Stack would allow the opportunity to retain some of the infrastructure that connects between Unit 3 and 

the Stack currently. Can we encourage salvage or use of Unit 3 elements in this new construction? 

Additionally if the new hotel footprint is rearranged is there an opportunity to keep the raise turbine platform 

of Unit 3 as raised open space? 

Also, I glanced at the renderings sent over for Thursday's meeting. These looked like a previous design and not 

what is shown in the current D4D. Is that true? I realize these are all just guidelines but I understood that we 

had moved toward more hardscape around the Stack and moved away from the benches that lined the 

pathway that seem like they would obstruct movement. 

Thanks! 

Allison 

From: Francis, John (CPC) 
Sent: Friday, June 15, 2018 1:58 PM 
To: Small, Maia (CPC); Vanderslice, Allison (CPC); Switzky, Joshua (CPC) 
Subject: RE: Potrero Power Station - Open Space Update 

Also, I meant to note, I'd like to send our feedback to the Project Sponsor by Monday, as we've tentatively put this topic 
on the agenda for our next meeting on 6/28. Thanks. 



John M. Francis 
Senior Planner & Urban Designer I Citywide Planning Division 
San Francisco Planning Department 
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400 
San Francisco, CA 94103 
Direct: 415.575.9147 
sfplanning.org 

From: Francis, John (CPC) 
Sent: Friday, June 15, 2018 9:58 AM 
To: Small, Maia (CPC); Vanderslice, Allison (CPC); Switzky, Joshua (CPC) 
Subject: RE: Potrero Power Station - Open Space Update 

Maia, Josh, and Allison, 

Below find my summary of the feedback we've been discussing in relation to the PPS without Unit 3 option. Please 
review and let me know if I've missed or mischaracterized any of our ideas. 

Thanks, 
John 

Hi Erin and Enrique, 

Below please find Planning's additional feedback on the site plan option without Unit 3. 

Given that the currently proposed site plan with the central green (ie Power Station Park) was partially intended to 
showcase the iconic structures of Station A and Unit 3, the demolition of both buildings would mean that the location 
and arrangement of the open space feel somewhat unanchored and without any particular logic. Additionally, the 
absence of Unit 3 would leave the adjacent Stack without important material context connecting it to the site's historic 
uses. With these challenges in mind, we have the following thoughts and recommendations for the development option 
being developed that excludes Unit 3. 

1. We are pleased to see in Draft 2 of the D4D (page 331) that the eastern fa<;ade of Block 10 is identified as requiring 
special design consideration. As we review the draft of the D4D more thoroughly we may have additional feedback on 
the proposed standards/guidelines, but we appreciate the recognition that this building will play an important role in 
defining the western terminus of the central green and creating an architecturally significant backdrop. (Note that this is 
a general comment not specific to the option without Unit 3) 

2. Given the scale of and program for the central green, we believe that Block 9 development should extend further south 
to bookend and enclose the central green. We feel that this move would reinforce the idea of the central green as a 
more intimate, neighborhood park and provide a differentiated experience from the planned Slipways Commons to the 
north, which extends directly from the waterfront park at Pier 70 and is more civic in scale. The following are two 
possible ways to implement this idea ... 

a. Elongated Hotel Building w/ Broad Waterfront Park 
i. In this scenario, the hotel building on Block 9 could be narrowed and elongated, extending 
roughly from the southern edge of Humboldt Plaza to the existing southern edge of Unit 3. 
ii. The structure would hold the Delaware street wall roughly in line with Block 4 to the north. 
iii. Depending on the design of the building, heights could range between 45 and 65 feet. 
iv. At the southern end, the building should interact meaningfully with the Stack, perhaps 
referencing the existing relationship between it and Unit 3 (ie the simple, iconic form of the 
Stack in contrast to the highly complex, detailed form of Unit 3). It could also potentially provide 
an architectural counterpoint to the building at Block 10, setting up an interesting and unique 
visual dynamic on each end of the central green. 
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v. A narrower hotel set further back from the waterfront would create a much more generous 
waterfront park that could open up new and unique programming opportunities (perhaps more 
active recreation?). At the southern end, the building might extend further east to accomplish 
goals in bullet iv above. 

vi. The ground floor of the building would be highly permeable and public, providing physical 
and visual connections between Delaware Street and the waterfront. 

b. Switch positions of hotel and "Turbine Plaza" 
i. In this scenario, the hotel building would move south, extending roughly to the existing 
southern edge of Unit 3 and holding the Delaware street wall as currently proposed. 
ii. As above, at the southern end, the building should interact meaningfully with the Stack, 
perhaps referencing the existing relationship between it and Unit 3 (ie the simple, iconic form of 
the Stack in contrast to the highly complex, detailed form of Unit 3). It could also potentially 
provide an architectural counterpoint to the building at Block 10, setting up an interesting and 
unique visual dynamic on each end of the central green. 

iii. The "Turbine Plaza" open space would move to the north, extending Humboldt Plaza. In this 
scenario, we believe the programming for the open space should be completely reconsidered, 
with a preference toward active recreation facilities. For example, a more generously scaled 
soccer pitch here could free up the eastern side of the central green between Blocks 8 and 12 
for different design and programming opportunities. 

iv. As above, the ground floor of the building would be highly permeable and public, providing 
physical and visual connections between Delaware Street and the waterfront. 

Please let me know if you have any questions and/or would like to discuss further. 

Thanks, 
John 

John M. Francis 
Senior Planner & Urban Designer I Citywide Planning Division 
San Francisco Planning Department 
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400 
San Francisco, CA 94103 
Direct: 415.575.9147 
sfplanning.org 

From: Francis, John (CPC) 
Sent: Friday, June 01, 2018 3:02 PM 
To: Erin Epperson 
Cc: Enrique Landa 
Subject: Re: Potrero Power Station - Open Space Update 

Hi Erin, 

See my responses in red below. 

Have a good weekend, 

John 

From: Erin Epperson <e2@associatecapital.com> 
Sent: Friday, June 1, 2018 2:30 PM 
To: Francis, John (CPC) 
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Cc: Enrique Landa 
Subject: Re: Potrero Power Station - Open Space Update 

I just wanted to confirm my understanding of where we landed yesterday: 
We are going to make the adjustments we discussed yesterday to Stack Plaza with Unit 3 and include in the 
D4D. Sounds good. Overall there was a preference for the "concentric circles/green mat" option that includes 
wider pathways that allow for pedestrian access and a lawn and/or plaza space for public gathering. Would be 
interesting to see a version that played with the "patchwork" idea of green/vegetated areas alternating with 
smaller plaza/hardscape areas within the concentric circles--would be great if your designers could explore 
this a little further. 
We are not going to make any adjustments to Stack Plaza without Unit 3 until we hear back from you guys 
(below is a screen shot of what is currently included). That's fine. Maybe just make a special note on the 
drawing in the forthcoming draft of the D4D that the site plan for the space will be updated upon further 
consultation with Planning. 
You may or may not want a portion of the building on Block 9 to shift south to frame the eastern edge of 
Power Station Park; if so it would need special architectural consideration. Correct. Maia and I had a good 
conversation today about an alternative path forward on Block 9 that we will run by your colleagues on 
Monday morning. I'll follow up with you Monday afternoon with additional feedback. 
If no Unit 3, Stack Plaza needs to be design as a single cohesive space south of the building on Block 9. Correct. 

Let me know if this is consistent with your understanding or if we need to change direction. Thanks for your 
help John! 
Have a great weekend. 
Erin 

BLOCK 9 

On May 30, 2018, at 5:46 PM, Francis, John (CPC) <john.francis@sfgov.org> wrote: 

Thanks. 

John M. Francis 
Senior Planner & Urban Designer I Citywide Planning Division 
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San Francisco Planning Department 
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400 
San Francisco, CA 94103 
Direct: 415.575.9147 
M_gJ_c;i_onLo_g_,grg 

From: Erin Epperson [m;;i_[!to_;_e_2_@_;;i_s.SQ~_i_gt~~Q.Q[tg_l,~_om] 
Sent: Wednesday, May 30, 2018 5:44 PM 
To: Francis, John (CPC) 
Cc: Justin Aff; Wesley Cogan; Kevin Conger 
Subject: Re: Potrero Power Station - Open Space Update 

A few static images are saved here: 

bttP._?._j/Y.Y.W_Y.Y.:_Q[Q_P._QQ~,-~QDJ/?.b/rUi§g_~'lj,?._?.J_?._?.rV.AAQN_y_w_~_?.HP.YX:?._P._lV_:?.AA~K~-~-~_?_gJ=::_Q. 

We will bring the model to review with you tomorrow. 

Thanks John. 

On May 30, 2018, at 2:49 PM, Francis, John (CPC) <john.francis@sfgov.org> 

wrote: 

Justin, please send any static presentation materials ASAP to give City staff time to 
preview them before tomorrow morning. 

Thank you, 
John 

John M. Francis 
Senior Planner & Urban Designer I Citywide Planning Division 
San Francisco Planning Department 
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400 
San Francisco, CA 94103 
Direct: 415.575.9147 
~fgJ_9noLog,_9_r_g 

From: Justin Aff [mailto:Jaff@cmgsite.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, May 30, 2018 9:49 AM 
To: Francis, John (CPC) 
Cc: Wesley Cogan; Kevin Conger 
Subject: Potrero Power Station - Open Space Update 

John, 

For our open space update tomorrow we were hoping to use Sketchup to show model 
views during the meeting. Is it possible to connect our laptop to the screen in your 
conference room? Or, do you have Sketchup installed on the computers in the 
conference rooms? 

Thanks. 

Justin Aff 
Associate 
415 757 2036 jaff@cmgsite.com 
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CMG Landscape Architecture 
444 Bryant St, San Francisco, Ca 94107 
415 495 3070 cmgsite.com 

Join our conversation -

Facebook I Tvvitter I lnstagrarn I Linkedln 

Erin Epperson 
Associate Capital 
e2@associatecapital.com 
415-405-54 78 

Erin Epperson 
Associate Capital 
e2@associatecapital.com 
415-405-54 78 
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